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Executive Summary
The Chicago Ferro Terminal (Terminal) is located at 2926 E. 126th Street, Chicago, IL 60633 and encompasses
approximately 40 acres. The facility is a specialty warehousing and marine loading/unloading terminal that
receives, stores, and loads dry-bulk material for the iron and steel industry.
The Terminal was first opened in 1985 as Arrow Terminal. The facility was purchased by Global Materials in
1997 and acquired by Kinder Morgan in 2004. The Terminal was invited to join and accepted enrollment in the
Illinois EPA’s, Registration of Smaller Source (ROSS) Program in April 2012. Watco Terminal and Port Services
(WTPS) acquired the terminal in 2017. Since 2005 over $7,800,000 has been invested in environmental and
infrastructure upgrades at this Terminal, including but not limited to:
1. Repaved most surfaces – 2005-2006
2. Increased indoor storage by 100,000 square feet with 90 individual poured concrete storage bins –
2008
3. Installed Packaging Department Dust Collector - 2010
4. Installed Concrete Dock Surface – 2011. (Previously a slag surface)
5. Installed Crusher Dust Collector – 2011
6. Installed Screener Dust Collector – 2011
7. Paved roads between outdoor Pig Iron storage pads – 2012.
8. Paved roads in front of packaging building – 2012.
9. Purchased Water Truck - 2013
10. Street Sweeper – 2014 minimum of four hours per day
11. Street Sweeper - <2014 Weekly
12. Employee Training (Continuous)
13. High speed door(s) and electrical improvements –2017
14. 60,000 CFM dust collector – 2016
15. Wind Monitoring System – 2017
16. Dock repaving –2017
17. New paved roadway - 2017
18. Fogging System – purchased October 2017 (barge unloading) – Implemented 2/26/2018
19. Four (4) Environmental Beta Attenuation Monitors (E-Bam Plus) by Met One Instruments – January
2018 –Implemented March 2018
20. Install (1) Federal Reference Method (FRM) Monitor per the EPA Section 114 Request by Met One
Instruments – September 2018
21. Application of calcium chloride on internal road ways as a dust suppressant – January of 2019.
The Terminal recently committed to stop receiving bulk material containing greater than 2% manganese and
also stopped operation of the crushing and screening operation previously conducted on site. These two
actions represent significant efforts made on the part of the Terminal to reduce the potential for dust
emissions.
This Fugitive Dust Control Plan has been developed in accordance with the regulations set forth by the City of
Chicago Department of Public Health; Article II. Air Pollution Control Rules and Regulations, published January
25th, 2019i and 35 IAC 212. Chicago Ferro Terminal has developed specific control procedures based on local
wind speeds and are included in this plan.

On May 3, 2017 the Chicago Department of Public Health granted 2 variances requests to the Terminal related
to the City of Chicago Bulk Material Regulations. On April 24th, 2019 the Terminal submitted a variance request
for exemption form part D of the Rules based largely on the fact that the Terminal has committed to stop
handling bulk material containing greater than 2% manganese. The following is an outline of the approved and
pending variance requests:
1. High Wind Events/Transfer Points – suspension of outdoor operations at 15 MPH. Granted with the
following conditions:
a. Moisture sensitive alloys are transferred indoors
b. That a water source is always available for outdoor loading and unloading of non-moisture
sensitive products, during non-freezing conditions; and
c. That staff continuously watch for visible dust and adhere to the dust control provisions in the
facility’s Dust Control Plan and incremental dust control procedures decisions tree, up to and
including ceasing operations if opacity/visible emission limits (defined in this plan) are reached
or in question.
2. Dust Suppression System – suspension of requirement to use wet suppression to control dust outdoors
during freezing conditions. Granted with the following condition.
a. From November 1 – March 31 each year, transfer and storage occurs outdoors, terminal
personnel will continuously monitor all active transfer points during freezing weather
operations. In the event dust is observed, immediately suspend operations that are causing
visible dust unless it meets applicable opacity standards or can be effectively suppressed in
another manner and in accordance with the Fugitive Dust Control Plan.
3. A Variance Request from Part D of the Rules as revised January 25th, 2019 was submitted to the CDPH
in April of 2019. This request is pending a response from the CDPH at this time.
Neither the Terminal nor WTPS own any of the products handled within the facility. Rather the terminal is a
custodian of the products and responsible for ensuring the products are not cross contaminated and no
product is lost or damaged. The industry standard for acceptable loss is 0.005%; Chicago Ferro Terminal
operates well below this standard. Chicago Ferro Terminal is recognized as an industry leader in the handling
of customer products and goes through extensive measures to make sure that the same amount and quality of
product that enters the facility also leaves the facility.

Introduction
In February 2019, the Terminal committed to stop receiving manganese-bearing bulk material containing
manganese at concentrations greater than 2% and to phase out all handling of said material in an expedited
manner. At the time of the revision to this plan, the remaining greater than 2% manganese-bearing bulk
material has been transferred to an enclosed structure at the Terminal, called “Building F,” which meets the
requirements of Part D of the City of Chicago Rules, Control of Emissions from the Handling and Storing Bulk
Materials, dated January 25, 2019 (Rules) for storage and loadout. For this material, the Terminal expects to be
in compliance with Part D of the Rules during the phase out period because the material will be stored in
Building F. The transfer of this material from Building F to off-site locations will be done in completed by in
Building F and trucks will be covered before leaving the facility. Once the phase out of this material is complete,
the Terminal will continue to handle bulk materials that contain less than 2% manganese. The following plan
pertains to bulk materials containing less than 2% manganese

1. Fugitive Dust Control Plan Objectives
This Fugitive Dust Control Plan for the Watco Terminal and Port Services (WTPS) Chicago Ferro Terminal
(Terminal) has been developed in accordance with the requirements set forth by the Rules and 35 IAC 212.
The Fugitive Dust Control Plan is designed to meet the aforementioned laws and to establish the following
objectives:






Define procedures that Terminal personnel will follow to control and/or mitigate fugitive and/or visible
dust emissions;
Identify fugitive and/or visible dust levels requiring corrective actions;
Identify steps that will be followed to bring fugitive and/or visible dust emissions within appropriate
ranges;
Identify steps that will be taken to demonstrate that corrective action procedures are followed and to
verify that the facility is controlling avoidable fugitive and/or visible emissions;
Identify the fugitive dust monitoring, weather monitoring, and measurement parameters.

In order to meet the stated objectives, the Fugitive Dust Control Plan clearly identifies the following:


A site map depicting facility boundaries, buildings, internal roads, utilities, roadways within a quarter
mile of the perimeter of the facility that are used for transport of material, all potential points of
emissions, location of all control devices, and the location of all monitoring equipment (Figures 1 & 2);



Description of the Facility’s operations including a list of all bulk solid materials handled at the
Terminal;



Description of all truck routes within a quarter mile of the terminal used for transport of material;



A calculation of the Terminal’s maximum total indoor and outdoor bulk solid material storage;



A description of all control measures, devices, and technologies used to minimize and control fugitive
dust;



A description of the placement, operation, and maintenance of the Particulate Matter less than 10
microns (PM10) monitors;



The schedule and plan for quarterly testing to ensure compliance with the prohibition on Fugitive Dust;



A contingency plan for PM detections that exceed the Reportable Action Level (RAL);



A contingency plan for an alternative method of monitoring



A description of the Terminal’s record keeping system;



A fact sheet of the Fugitive Dust Plan



All potential fugitive dust emission units;

2. Description of Facility Operations
The Terminal is located at 2926 E. 126th Street, Chicago, IL 60633. The Terminal is a specialty warehousing and
marine loading/unloading terminal that receives, stores, and loads dry-bulk material for the iron and steel
industry, amongst other packaged and finished products. A list of all bulk products handled at the Terminal is
provided in Appendix A: Quantity and Types of Materials Handled. All of the bulk products handled at the
facility contain less than 2% manganese. Neither packaged materials nor finished steel products are considered
to contribute to fugitive dust and therefore are not included in this list.
The Terminal predominantly engages in transfer and transport operations. The facility has a dock area used for
unloading, and on rare occasions loading, barges. A majority of the materials handled at the Facility arrive by
barge. A relatively small quantity of material arrives or departs by train. Trucks and front-end loaders at the site
are used for internal transfers, and covered trucks play a significant role in the delivery of materials to and from
the site. Each of these activities are subject to Best Management Practices (BMPs) that minimize the potential
for fugitive dust emissions and are discussed in more detail under Section 5 of this Plan.
The Terminal has defined procedures to identify fugitive and/or visible emissions sources and associated
mitigation measures. Details of the dust monitoring and mitigation measures are discussed in Section 6 of this
Plan.
Bulk products that arrive at the Terminal by barges are unloaded using an excavator. Bulk Products are loaded
via the excavator directly into trucks. Dust that may be generated during barge unloading is controlled using a
truck-mounted, Dust Solutions, Inc. Dry Fog Dust Suppression system (Dry Fog System). During the barge
unloading process, the Dry Fog System is positioned next to a truck that is ready to be loaded. The Dry Fog
System dispenses fog into the truck bed prior to and during material loading activities. The Dry Fog System uses
an agglomeration technique and can provide up to 99% dust suppression efficiency. Photographs of the Dry Fog
System are provided in Appendix C. Technical specifications of the Dry Fog System are provided in Appendix D.
Internal trucks are then delivered to an enclosed building where the materials are stored in bins constructed of
solid concrete walls, concrete block, or jersey barriers.
Bulk products are loaded out from the warehouse bins with front end loaders. The material is then transferred
into third party trucks inside of Building F. The loadout area for Building F contains a 60,000 CFM dust collector
equipped with two hoods used to control dust during loading activities. The hoods are connected to a Camfil
Farr Model GS72 baghouse. The collected dust is pneumatically shaken down from the filter bags and collected
at the bottom of the bag house in drums. This area has been further equipped with high speed roll up doors
located at the entrance and exit to the truck loading area. These high-speed doors are equipped with sensors
that are set to close the doors 6 seconds after a vehicle enters or exits the building. The entrance and exit
doors are never opened at the same time in order to prevent a cross wind from passing through the building
and potentially transporting dust. This practice also minimizes the potential for fugitive dust to leave the

building. All trucks that are loaded in Building F are required to tarp their bed prior to opening the outbound
high-speed door.
At the time of this Plan revision, pig iron and a small amount of iron ore slag are the only materials stored
outdoors. The pig iron has natural densities that minimize its potential to become airborne during outdoor
storage. In addition, it is kept in three-sided, walled bins which help minimize wind exposure. In these bins, the
typical material height is well below the Rules’ 30-foot height restriction and generally only about 3-4 feet
above the height of the bin’s walls (the walls are necessary to contain and segregate the products), thus further
minimizing the volume of material exposed to wind. The bulk piles will be controlled in accordance with Part E
of the Rules by using the existing water truck to wet pig iron during storage and prior to loading.
Potential roadway fugitive dust emissions are minimized due to the fact that all truck route roadways and all
vehicle parking surfaces within the terminal are paved. Currently the Terminal actively controls traffic related
dust emission year-round via sweeping, water application, and chemical applications. The Terminal utilizes a
Tennant Company, Sentinel Outdoor Ride-On Sweeper to wet roads and remove dust from inter-terminal
paved areas. This sweeper is owned by WTPS and is dedicated for the sole use of the Terminal. The sweeper is
equipped with water spray capability and a direct throw conveyor system which containerizes all recovered
dust and debris. The unit is also equipped with a hydraulic twin vacuum dust control system to control dust
emissions while in use. Technical specifications of the sweeper are provided in Appendix F. This piece of
equipment is used to sweep and wet the paved surfaces within the Terminal every 4 hours of operation or once
per every 100 third party trucks that enter the Terminal. A separate water truck is also used to wet roads as
necessary to ensure compliance with the requirements of the Rules and weather permitting. The effectiveness
of the water sweeper and spray control measures are continually evaluated. A log of the sweeping and water
truck operation is documented and kept with records maintained on site.
In November 2018, the Terminal commenced an additional enhancement of its dust control practices. The
application of Calcium Chloride dust suppressant was implemented on major road ways where Semi truck
traffic is directed.
Figure 1 depicts the location of the Terminal as well as the surrounding roads used to access the Terminal.
Figure 2 depicts the general locations of the operational areas that have the potential to generate fugitive dust
as listed below as well as depiction of the normal traffic patterns within the facility. These locations are further
discussed in Section 6.

3. Description of Truck Routes
The Terminal is accessed from the north side of 126th Avenue. This road connects with South Torrance Avenue
approximately 0.3 miles west of the Terminal entrance and with Avenue O approximately 0.7 miles east of the
Terminal entrance. Torrance Avenue, Avenue O and 126th Avenue are the only trucking routes utilized by
companies transporting materials to and from the Terminal. South Carondalet road is the only other
thoroughfare within a quarter mile of the Terminal, however this road goes through a residential area and does
not connect with any major highway. Therefore, South Carondolet road is not used to access the Terminal.

4. Indoor and Outdoor Bulk Solid Material Storage
1. Indoor Storage Capacity and Volume: The facility has eleven (11) storage buildings covering
approximately 330,354 square feet. These buildings are used to store Packaged, Finished Steel and

moisture-sensitive Bulk Products as well as house the packaging and bagging operations. The
calculations for the storage area and capacity are outlined in Appendix B: Storage Calculations. The
total inside storage of bulk materials during normal operational is approximately 259,255 tons and
maximum storage capacity is estimated at 388,882 tons. This tonnage does not include packaged
material.
2. Outside Storage Capacity and Volume: The facility has five (5) different areas on the property covering
approximately 111,000 square feet, where material is stored outside and open to the environment. The
main product stored outside is Pig Iron (Iron Linnet), which is stored in five (5) areas. The calculations
for the storage area and capacity are outlined below in Appendix B: Storage Calculations. The total
outside storage during normal operations is approximately 122,850 tons and the maximum storage
capacity is estimated at 184,275 tons. Appendices

5. Description of Fugitive Dust Controls
The Terminal employs various work practices and Best Management Practices (BMPs) to control and/or limit
the potential emissions of fugitive dust to the environment. These practices include, but are not limited to, the
following equipment and processes:
















The use of the Dry Fog System during barge unloading;
Conducting outbound loading of trucks inside of Building F which contains a 60,000 CFM dust
collector equipped with two hoods used to control dust during loading activities. The hoods
are connected to a Camfil Farr Model GS72 baghouse;
The use of two high-speed doors on Building F to maintain full enclosure during truck loading
activities. These doors are set to close 6 seconds after a truck passes over the threshold;
Tarping trucks that are loaded out with material before they leave Building F and before
exiting the Terminal;
The use of dust collectors and baghouses for packaging and bagging operations in Buildings E
and H. Building E is equipped with a Camfil Farr Model GS24 baghouse which is rated at 18,000
CFM. Building H is equipped with an Amtech Model ATY-24 which is rated at 18,000 CFM.;
When unloading materials into Building E, the loaders are required to leave the bucket inside
the loading curtain for 20 seconds after dropping the material in order to allow the dust
collector to remove as much dust as possible.
Wetting of outdoor bulk material storage;
Wetting of internal roadways;
Application of calcium chloride chemical dust suppressant on roadways throughout the year;
The Terminal utilizes a Tennant Company, Sentinel Outdoor Ride-On Sweeper to wet roads and
remove dust from inter-terminal paved areas. This sweeper is owned by WTPS and is
dedicated for the sole use of the Terminal. The sweeper is equipped with water spray
capability and a direct throw conveyor system which containerizes all recovered dust and
debris. The unit is also equipped with a hydraulic twin vacuum dust control system to control







dust emissions while in use. Technical specifications of the sweeper are provided in Appendix
E.;
All vehicular traffic is required to adhere to an 8 mph posted speed limit within the terminal;
Material spillage of any kind is cleaned by the end of the working day to reduce emissions and
reduce the potential for lost product. Under no circumstances do customers allow loss of
products;
Cleanup utilizing a combination of equipment and hand tools (shovels and/or brooms) is used
after every transfer to account for all material and prevent cross contamination; and
30 foot pile height limits are enforced and piles on the terminal rarely if ever approach ½ this
limit.

The following is a detailed discussion how the Best Management Practices are employed to minimize
the generation of fugitive dust emissions.
i. Conveyors - Bulk rail cars are loaded at the terminal via a portable conveyor and/or front end loader.
When an open-topped railcar is being loaded the material being loaded is wetted, weather permitting,
to control potential dust generation. If the material is to be loaded into a closed-top railcar the chute
at the end of the conveyor is lowered as far as possible into the railcar to minimize dust generation.
Specific control measures based on local wind speeds can be found in Appendix G: Chicago Ferro
Terminal - Incremental Dust Control Procedures and Decision Tree for Bulk Products.
ii. Transfer Points - The terminal employs a number of work practices and operational techniques to
reduce the potential for fugitive dust. The techniques include, but are not limited to:
 The placement of clamshell/bucket used to load trucks as far into the truck beds as possible to reduce
the fall height of the material being loaded.
 Limiting the amount of material picked up in a given bucket to reduce the possibility of spillage of the
material.
 The truck loading of moisture-sensitive Ferro Alloys is conducted in the breezeway inside Building F
with a 60,000 CFM dust collector and a high speed door to reduce exposure to the environment.
 The truck loading in the breezeway of building F is further protected by two high speed doors that
remain closed during loading to minimize cross breeze and transport of dust during loading.
 All trucks are required to apply a tarp over the load prior to the opening of the high speed door and
leaving the breezeway.
 When loading Pig Iron outdoors, water is be applied based on temperatures and wind speeds. As a
safety issue, a variance was put forth and approved to not require wetting during freezing
temperatures.
Specific control measures based on local wind speeds can be found in Appendix G: Chicago Ferro
Terminal - Incremental Dust Control Procedures and Decision Tree for Bulk Products.
iii. Transportation - The terminal employs a number of work practices and operational techniques to
reduce the potential for fugitive dust. The techniques include, but are not limited to:
 The facility adheres to a posted 8 MPH speed limit as required by Article II.
 Greater than ninety (>90) percent of the roadways and parking areas at the facility are paved.







The Tennant Company, Sentinel Outdoor Ride-On Sweeper is used to sweep the paved surfaces at the
facility entrance and within the facility. Terminal roadways and parking areas are cleaned with this
sweeper a minimum of once every 4 hours or 100 external/third party trucks.
A water truck is also used on site to keep primary travel ways in use moist, weather permitting.
External or third party trucks that will proceed outbound onto public streets are restricted to paved
surfaces; that represent >90% of the road surfaces within the terminal.
Additionally all external/third party trucks that will carry product outbound are inspected prior to
loading and a Driver Pick-Up Ticket (Appendix H) is utilized to verify the truck is clean, can safely
handle, transport and will cover any bulk material. These BMPs are designed to prevent material from
being tracked off site and prevent fugitive dust. They are used in lieu of and by design intended to
replace and afford greater protection than a wheel wash station and rumble strips as specified in Part
B, Section 3, Subsection 8, paragraph d. Specific control measures based on local wind speeds can be
found in Appendix G: Chicago Ferro Terminal - Incremental Dust Control Procedures and Decision Tree
for Bulk Products.

iv. Vehicular Coverings and Other Dust Controls - Transport vehicles agree to not enter or leave the
facility without covering any bulk material. All transport vehicles loaded with bulk materials indoors are
required to cover any non-packaged bulk material prior to exiting the storage building, whenever
mechanically possible. If a truck is not mechanically able to extend a tarp while indoors, they must
cover their non-packaged bulk material immediately upon leaving the building. All external/third party
trucks that will carry product outbound are inspected prior to loading and a Driver Pick-Up Ticket
(Appendix H) is utilized to verify the truck is clean, can safely handle, transport, will cover any bulk
material and no loose material is on the outside of the truck.
v. Vehicle Leaking/ Integrity - All external/third party trucks that will carry product outbound are
inspected prior to loading and a Driver Pick-Up Ticket (Appendix H) is utilized to verify the truck is clean
and that no loose material is on the outside of the truck.
Truck Bulk Loading and Unloading - As indicated above, the loading techniques include, but are not
limited to, the placement of buckets or clamshells used to load trucks as far into the truck beds as
possible to reduce the fall height of the material being loaded. The truck loading of moisture-sensitive
Ferro Alloys is conducted in the breezeway with 60,000 CFM dust collector and high speed door inside
building F to reduce exposure to the environment. When loading non-moisture sensitive material
outdoors, water is applied whenever possible, based on temperature and wind speed. In November
2018, operational changes were implemented when unloading materials into Building E. The loaders
are required to leave the bucket inside the loading curtain for an additional 20 seconds once the load is
complete to allow the dust collector to remove as much dust as possible. Specific control measures
based on local wind speeds can be found in Appendix G: Chicago Ferro Terminal - Incremental Dust
Control Procedures and Decision Tree for Bulk Products.
vi. Railcar Bulk Loading and Unloading- Rail car bulk loading and unloading is conducted utilizing BMPs
that minimize the potential for fugitive dust.

Rail car loading takes place outside along the rail spur. Open-top hopper cars are loaded using either a
covered conveyor a frontend loader, which retrieves the material from the designated storage bin.
Water is applied, as needed/required weather permitting to mitigate potential fugitive dust generation.
Covered hopper cars are loaded using a front end loader, which retrieves the material from the storage
bin. The material is then placed into a rail hopper that discharges to a covered conveyor which brings
the material to the car. Covered hoppers cannot handle wet or moisture added material.

When conditions warrant all loading of trucks, both internal and external, is conducted indoors. Specific
control measures based on local wind speeds can be found in Appendix H: Chicago Ferro Terminal Incremental Dust Control Procedures and Decision Tree for Bulk Products.
vii. Barge Bulk Loading and Unloading - Barge bulk loading is conducted utilizing BMPs that minimize the
potential for fugitive dust. The Terminal does not generally load outbound barges, (one in 2017 and
two in 2016). However, an excavator and/or front end loader is utilized to load outbound barges when
necessary.
The bulk material is retrieved from the storage bins using a front end loader. The front end loader then
proceeds to the dock and gently deposits the bulk material onto the dock. It is then recovered by the
excavator with a fully enclosed clamshell (normally) or bucket and lowered into the barge and gentle
deposited to minimize dust.
Barge bulk unloading is conducted utilizing an excavator. The excavator grabs the material from the
barge with a fully enclosed clamshell (normally) or bucket and then gently deposits the material into
the bed of the receiving truck. In order to reduce the potential the operator does not utilize the full
capacity of the bucket or scoop during transfer of material. Instead the operator reduces the amount of
product handled, per bucket or scoop (the scoop is never overfilled or spilling material), and the speed
at which it is handled. The operator of the excavator meters the contents from the clamshell/bucket
within the bed of the truck to control potential fugitive dust emissions to the greatest extent possible.
Additionally, the Dry Fog Machine is deployed for use at the dock, specifically for the truck loading of
material from barges to reduce emissions. These procedures take place typically on the northern edge
of our dock, immediately adjacent to the Calumet River. Specific control measures based on local wind
speeds can be found in Appendix G: Chicago Ferro Terminal - Incremental Dust Control Procedures and
Decision Tree for Bulk Products; including but not limited reducing the number of barge lids removed
during unloading or loading.
Additionally barge lids are selectively removed from barges with moisture sensitive cargo so that only 3
or 5 (type and size dependent) are removed at a time to mitigate potential emissions from the barge.
viii. Paved/ Unpaved Roads - The Terminal is in compliance with Article II as greater than ninety (>90)
percent of the in-plant roadways are paved. The limited area, which is not paved, is made of a slag
material and gravel mix which generates minimal dust. External or third party trucks that will proceed
outbound onto public streets are restricted to paved surfaces; that represent >90% of the road surfaces

within the terminal. These BMPs are designed to prevent material from being tracked off site and
prevent fugitive dust. All external/third party trucks that will carry product outbound are inspected
prior to loading and a Driver Pick-Up Ticket (Appendix H) is utilized to verify the truck is clean, can
safely handle, transport and will cover any bulk material. All trucks are inspected prior to loading to
ensure that there is no loose material on the outside of the truck.
Roadway and Travel Path Cleaning and Use of a Water Truck
The Terminal has an on-site street sweeper used to clean all paved surfaces within the terminal at a
minimum of once every 4 hours or for every 100 external trucks.
Water as a form of dust suppression is an integral component of the sweeping operation and as a
standalone dust control measure. The street sweeper has the capability to apply water while
conducting cleaning operations. A water truck is also used as necessary to wet roads throughout the
day, as necessary and weather permitting. The effectiveness of the water spray control measures will
be continually evaluated. A log of the sweeping and water truck operation will be documented and
kept on site. In November 2018, a new dust suppressant was implemented on all inter-facility
roadways during the winter months to minimize and/or eliminate dust emissions. An example of the
log is attached in Appendix I: Daily Street Sweeper / Water Truck Log.
Clean-up of Spilled Material
The products handled at the terminal are valuable and the terminal has and will always clean up any
spilled material as soon as possible to minimize loss to the customer and any potential environmental
impact. The same equipment that is used for normal material handling is appropriate for the majority
of spill cleanup. Finishing is completed with brooms and pans. Transfer pad and bins are cleaned
periodically during operations and at the end of every move to ensure no product is lost.
Truck Loading/ Haul Integrity
The Terminal has put into place administrative controls to minimize the likelihood of bulk materials
leaking from loaded or unloading vehicles at the terminal, prior to authorizing entrance to the terminal
to load. The driver has to declare that is truck is capable of holding material without leaking and will
tarp and secure the load. An example of this declaration is provided in Appendix H: Driver Pick-UpTicket.

6. Dust Monitoring Contingency Plan
1. Placement of PM10 Ambient Air Monitors
Section 3.0(4) of the Rules requires Facilities to install “permanent, continuous Federal Equivalent
Method (FEM) real-time PM10 monitors. The Terminal has purchased four E-BAM Plus -9800 monitors
from Met One Instruments, Inc. The monitors were installed in March of 2018 and will be located in the
four cardinal directions as listed below and shown in Figure 2
a. The North PM10 Monitor is located on the NW corner of the roof of building C.
b. The East PM10 monitor is located on the NW corner of the wash bay roof.

c. The South PM10 monitor is located on the SE corner of building E roof.
d. The West PM10 monitor is located on the roof of building F West side, just north of building G.

2. Federal Reference Method (FRM) PM10 filter based monitor
The Terminal purchased and completed the installation of one Federal Reference Method (FRM)
monitor on September 10, 2018 in accordance with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Section
114 Request, dated May 15, 2018. The monitor is installed in a specific location approved by the EPA
which is depicted in Figure 2.
The rationale for the site location is that is takes into consideration the closest residential area adjacent
to the property line, which is south of the facility. The placement of the monitor meets the horizontal
and vertical placement requirements outlined in 40 CFR Part 58, Appendices D & E, as well as the QA
Handbook for Air Pollution Measurement Systems: “Volume II: Ambient Air Quality Monitoring
Program” EPA – 454/B-17-001, January 2017.
The Terminal implemented the 3-day EPA monitoring schedule starting on September 13, 2018. The
terminal hired an accredited lab to perform all sample analysis of the PM10 filters for lead and the
named toxic metals. The laboratory certifies that the FRM/FEM laboratory methods meet the
requirements of the List of Designated Reference and Equivalent Methods. All data collected from the
FRM PM10 monitor will be consistent with the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for
PM10. Upon installation of the FRM PM10 monitor, a data logger was attached and readings from the
FRM sampler are being recorded.

2. Maintenance of Monitors
Watco has developed routine action items within its company-wide internal tracking system, Velocity
EHS. The Environmental Manager responsible for the facility will ensure that all action items are
performed as necessary, per the maintenance schedule provided by Met One. The following table lists
the routine maintenance activities and corresponding schedule that should be implemented:
Maintenance Item
Replace the filter tape - U.S. EPA PM2.5
FEM Applications
Replace the filter tape (for alternative
tape advance settings)
Basic leak check
Nozzle and vane cleaning
Flow audit (verify and/or calibrate flow
system)
Clean PM10 inlet particle trap
Clean PM2.5 cyclone particle trap
Verify or set the clock
Mass Audit
Background determination
Internal Nozzle Cleaning
Replace the pump muffler
Test analog output voltage (if used)
Rebuild AC pump

Interval
8 Weeks

Reference
E-Bam Plus Manual Sec. 2.8

As needed

E-Bam Plus Manual Sec. 2.8

8 Weeks
8 Weeks
8 Weeks

E-Bam Plus Manual Sec. 6.2
E-Bam Plus Manual Sec. 6.5.1
E-Bam Plus Manual Sec. 6.8

3 Months or Less
3 Months or Less
8 Weeks
6 Months
As needed
6 Months
6 Months
6 Months
24 Months

BX-802 Manual
BX-807 Manual
E-Bam Plus Manual Sec. 3.6.1
E-Bam Plus Manual Sec. 6.9
E-Bam Plus Manual Sec 6.4
E-Bam Plus Manual Sec. 6.5.2
n/a
E-Bam Plus Manual Sec. 6.11
n/a

3. Contingency
The E-Bam PM10 monitors record PM10 on an hourly basis and store the data electronically. An
automated system alerts facility personnel of elevated PM10 readings. The system transmits
the alerts via email. Upon receipt of an email alert, the Terminal Manager or his designee will
determine if the Reportable Action Level (RAL) has been exceeded.
Section 3.0(3) of the Rules requires Watco to describe its “response activities when the
monitors detect PM10 that exceeds the RAL. The response activities should consist of a range
of increasingly aggressive measures appropriate to different levels of exceedance.” The Rules
define Reportable Action Level as “the positive difference between the level of PM10 measured
at the upwind monitor(s) at a Facility and the level of PM10 measured at the downwind
monitor(s) at a Facility that will trigger response activities. The RAL may vary based on the
value of the difference, and based on the concentration of PM10 detected at the downwind
monitor(s) at a Facility.” Although the Rules allow Watco to utilize the positive difference
between the upwind and downwind monitors, Watco utilizes the positive difference between
the maximum reading and the minimum reading. This conservative calculation results in a
number higher than or equal to the true upwind/downwind positive difference, but allows
Watco to respond immediately without having to determine wind direction. Accordingly, for
purposes of this submission, “Difference” means the positive difference between the highest
level of PM10 measured at any monitor at the Facility and the lowest level of PM10 measured at
any monitor at the Facility.
Watco will use a two-level approach:
1. On an hourly basis, if the level detected at any one monitor is greater than 300
μg/m3, Watco personnel will observe on-going operations and site conditions in the
vicinity of the monitor that had the reading greater than 300 μg/m3, and in other
areas of the Terminal, and take actions as outlined in Appendix F: The Terminal Incremental Dust Control Procedures and Decision Tree for Bulk Products. Watco
records each occurrence on its Wind/PM10 Event Log. Watco maintains it’s
Wind/PM10 Event Logs in accordance with Section 6.2 below.
2. On a 24 hour average basis, if the difference between any two upwind and
downwind monitors is greater than 150 μg/m3, Watco will report to the City of
Chicago Department of Public Health and take action as identified.
Monitor Results
1. Hourly reading <300
μg/m3
2. Hourly reading >300
μg/m3

Actions
No action
required
Investigate and
Mitigateoutlined below

Report as RAL?
No
No

3. 24-Hour Difference*
>150 μg/m3

RAL event outlined below

Yes

*24 hour Difference is the difference of the hourly average over a 24-hour calendar day

If either an investigation or RAL event (items numbered 2 and 3 in the above chart) occurs,
Watco will proceed as follows:
1. Investigate fugitive emission levels to determine suspected on-site source(s).
a. If a RAL event has occurred-submit written notice to the City of Chicago
Department of Public Health within 24 hours.
b. If an on-site source is identified, proceed to paragraph 2 below.
c. If an on-site source is not identified, proceed to paragraph 6 below.
2. If WATCO identifies a potential on-site source, WATCO determines which actions listed
below for each potential on-site source it should take to address the potential fugitive
emissions, and WATCO takes those actions. These actions are not required to be taken
in any particular order. Rather, WATCO may take some or all of these actions as
appropriate based on the suspected source and on-site conditions. Water application will
typically be considered the primary response activity to control fugitive emissions.
a. Stockpile Potential Source
i. Compact, shape, or perform other pile maintenance; and/or
ii. Apply targeted water through cannon system; and/or
iii. Apply targeted water through water truck; and/or
iv. Apply targeted chemical stabilizer through water truck.
b. Product Unloading Potential Source
i. Apply targeted water through cannon system; and/or
ii. Apply targeted water through water truck; and/or
iii. If rotary rail dump enclosure is suspected source, visually monitor baghouse
exhaust and check pressure drop, and if issue is apparent, examine for blinded
or compromised bags
c. Product Transfer Potential Source
i. Apply water through spray bars; and/or
ii. Apply targeted water through cannon system; and/or
iii. Apply targeted water through water truck.
d. Product Loading Potential Source
i. Minimize drop distance; and/or
ii. Reduce feed rate; and/or
iii. Apply water through spray bars; and/or
iv. Utilize choke feeding; and/or
v. If vessel to barge transfer, and vessel discharge conveyor is equipped with
water spray, instruct vessel representatives to activate water spray.
e. Internal Roads, Transient Pathways, or Parking Areas Potential Source
i. Apply targeted water through cannon system; and/or
ii. Apply targeted water through water truck; and/or
iii. Conduct additional sweeping.

f.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Upon implementation of the actions described above, as applicable, proceed to
paragraph 3 below
Monitor PM10 Readings in next hour
a. PM10 Readings
i. if after taking Steps 1 and 2 above, the hourly reading for the monitor at issue
is <300 µg/m3, proceed to paragraph 6 below;
ii. If after taking Steps 1 and 2 above, the hourly reading for the monitor at issue
is >300 µg/m3, proceed to paragraph 4 below.
Suspend
a. Suspend the on-site source identified under paragraph 1 above and conduct mitigation
activities; and,
b. Monitor PM10 levels hourly until the hourly reading for the monitor at issue is <300
µg/m3, in which case, proceed to paragraph 5 below.
Restart
a. When the hourly reading for the monitor at issue is <300 µg/m3, restart the
source/activities suspended under paragraph 4 above.
Recording
a. Record and retain an event report that includes pertinent PM10 data, meteorological
information, timing of alert, timing of suspension (if applicable), timing of restart (if
applicable), description of mitigation efforts, and other pertinent information relating
to the event.

4. Alternative Method of Monitoring
Within 24 hours of a monitor malfunction that prevents readings or logging of data, Watco will notify
the City of Chicago Department of Public Health (CDPH) in writing. Records of all maintenance activities
and equipment downtime will be maintained on-site.
In the event that the on-site wind monitor is out of service, data from the local weather database will
be used (i.e. Weather Underground or equivalent).
If a PM10 monitor is out of service for a period longer than 48 hours, the frequency of Method 22
opacity reading, will be increased to once per day at the location of the out of service PM10 monitor.
The increased frequency of opacity readings will continue until the monitor is put back into service.
Watco will continue to demonstrate compliance with the PM10 emissions standards under the Bulk
Solid Materials Rules, as it currently does, by conducting the periodic monitoring required by the rules.
The Bulk Solid Materials Rules accept Methods 9 and 22 as appropriate methods for testing the
outcomes of variances to ensure that they protect the public and the environment. Even the
owners/operators that have obtained a variance from Section 3.0(4) are required by Section 3.0(2) to
conduct opacity testing under EPA Method 9 on “at least” a quarterly basis. Watco presently follows
the alternative-compliance approach proposed by the Rules and will perform Methods 9 and 22 testing
at least quarterly. These opacity measurements will be conducted by a trained/certified employee or
contractor. The findings will be documented in an Opacity Monitoring Log, which will be available for
inspection by the Department upon request.

